[Molecular therapy in malignant tumors].
Gene therapy encompasses deliberate alteration of the genetic material of cancer cells. Somatic-cell therapy involves the administration to cancer patients of living cells that have been genetically manipulated or processed to change their biological characteristics. Gene therapy of cancer, although much hyped, is still in its very early infancy. Current approaches to delivering genes into cells include physico-chemical methods, viral vectors and direct DNA injection. None of these strategies is in any way perfect and their efficacy leaves much to be desired. Based on the somatic mutation theory of carcinogenesis, it would be attractive to repair genetic alterations responsible for neoplastic transformation and clonal evolution of cancer cells. Attempts have been made to replace inactivated tumour suppressor genes in cancer cells through intact wild type gene copies, or to suppress the leukaemogenic effects of chromosomal fusion genes in leukaemia through antisense oligonucleotides. One of the snags of these concepts is that cancer cells harbour several if not myriads of mutated genes, and clonal tumour heterogeneity seems to be the rule rather than the exception. It is at present impossible to repair all gene mutations in cancer lesions of a given patient if such were to be the aim of therapy. Nevertheless, some interesting clinical data have been reported. These include the local injection via bronchoscopy of p53 wild type gene copies into p53-deficient lung cancer lesions and other tumours. Somatic-cell therapy includes a considerable spectrum of interventions. Tumour cells may be transduced with genes which upon their expression will render the tumour cells more immunogenic. Tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes may be harvested, transduced with a gene of interest and re-injected. Since they recognise tumours specifically, they will serve as vehicles to carry therapeutic genes into cancer lesions where the gene product can exert an anti-cancer effect. Such attempts might increase the immunogenicity of tumours considerably. Examples are the transduction of tumour-infiltrating lymphocytes with a gene for tumour necrosis factor alpha or the transduction of tumour cells with the gene for granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) in patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma. Protocols on gene therapy and somatic-cell therapy seem to be a worthy goal of cancer research. However, it seems unlikely that gene therapy will provide magic anti-cancer bullets in the near future or the definitive cancer cure, although this is often promised in the media. Careful clinical and laboratory research will pave the way towards stepwise improvement of cancer patient care.